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Microsoft still uses Windows 7 on your laptop or home computer? Then stop as on January 14, Microsoft officially stopped supporting the operating system. This means that Microsoft will no longer provide new features, but also no security updates or additional protection against malware and other viruses. As a result,
your laptop is compromised every time it is connected. If you want to continue using your laptop as usual, you must upgrade to Windows 10, the latest version of Microsoft's operating system. Here's everything you need to know. What is Windows 10? Windows 10 is Microsoft's current operating system for laptops and
computers. Launched in 2015, it builds on Windows 7 with hundreds of handy features, including Cortana, Microsoft's voice assistant, an app store that makes it easy to download programs quickly, and a faster web browser called Microsoft Edge. How much does Windows 10 cost? When Microsoft first launched
Windows 10, it was available as a free upgrade for anyone who already owned Windows 7 or 8. However, this offer expired on 29 July 2016. So you have to pay for an upgrade. A Windows 10 Home license for a computer resets you to 119.99 dollars. Windows 10 Pro is more expensive at '219.99 for a device license, but
unless you need certain tools to erase data from a device if it gets lost or accidentally data leaks (business and school features), Windows 10 Home will suffice. These are digital files that you download from the Internet, but if your laptop still has a CD/DVD drive, it may be worth buying a physical disc from Amazon as it
can work out almost half the price. Alternatively, it may be better if you can buy a new laptop with Windows 10 already installed. Drew AngererGetty Images Can Windows 10 be installed on any laptop? There are minimum hardware requirements for Windows 10 to run on a laptop or desktop computer. You need a 1 GHz
or faster processor, 2GB of RAM, at least 20GB of storage space on your hard drive. You can check your processor and RAM by pressing the Start menu and right-clicking Computers from the right side of the menu. Select Properties, and then check the information display. To confirm how much space you have, press
the Start menu and click Computer then under Local Hard Drive you can see how much free space you have. On your PC, visit the dedicated Windows 10 update page and scroll down to create Windows 10 installation media. Now press the download tool and select Run. Accept the license terms and if it says, what do
you want to do? Choose Update this PC and then press Next. Follow the on-screen instructions that guide you through setting up Windows 10 on your PC. When the operating system is ready to install, you'll see a summary of what you selected and what the upgrade preserves. Press Change what you want to keep if
you want to switch between saving personal files and apps and just saving personal files. Want. nothing to keep during the upgrade. You need to save and close all open apps and files that are running, and then press Install.It's worth inging that it will take some time to install Windows 10, and Your PC will restart a few
times, whatever you do, don't turn off your PC. What happens when Something Happened appears on the screenOccasionally there may be problems with your Windows 10 upgrade. If you see a blank screen with something or a warning that Windows 10 couldn't be installed, this is the case. The screen won't give you
much information about the problem, but start with the following steps; Disconnect any unnecessary items connected to the USB ports, such as memory sticks, phone chargers, etc. (although mice and keyboards can stay) Turn off any anti-virus software. To do this, open the software from the beginning and look for an
option in the menu that says disable or disableTurn the Windows Firewall. In the Start menu, select Control Panel, and then select System on d Security. In the menu that appears, select Windows Defender Firewall, followed by Windows Defender Firewall on or off from the left. Then turn off Windows Defender Firewall.
Restart the computerNow try the installation again and remember to turn on antivirus software and firewalls that you previously disabled. If this still fails, verify that updates for Windows 7 may not have been installed. To do this, press the Start menu and select The Control Panel from the right. Select System and
Security, then press Windows Update and press the Check for Updates button. Install all the updates found. Do this several times until it says that the software is up to date. Like this article? Sign up for our newsletter to deliver the GHI newsletter directly to your inbox every week. SIGN UP This content is created and
managed by a third party and imported to this page to allow users to provide their e-mail addresses. For more information about this and similar content, see piano.io Home House &amp; Components Parts of House SidingTimeComplexityCost Ready to replace your old windows with new energy-efficient units? We'll
show you the two easiest ways to pull out old windows and plug in new ones – and you don't have to tear off the interior shapes or disrupt the exterior cladding and siding to do so. CaulkFiberglass InsulationMinimal expanding foamShimsIn this article we will show you step by step how to remove the old sash from
double-mounted windows and either a new or install a wood or vinyl replacement insert in your existing window jamb. Even a beginner can do it. Read on to learn how to replace windows. Both the wing replacement kit and the wood or vinyl replacement insert mount in your existing window jamb, in the place occupied by
the old sash. Both fit into the space between the outer stop, the so-called blind stop, and the removable inner stop (see Fig. A). The wing replacement set is designed in such a way that the sash only in double-suspended windows. Wooden or vinyl replacement inserts, on the other hand, are self-contained units with their
own jam n.A. and wings and can therefore be pushed into almost any kind of window jamb. They are available as double, sliding or housing style windows. Both types of replacement windows must be installed in a solid, rotation-free dust. Check your old window frame carefully for signs of water damage. Pay particular
attention to the threshold. Probe with a screwdriver to detect hidden soft spots. Normal rain and snow exposure often causes the exposed parts of poorly maintained window sills or the lower sections of the exterior cladding to rot. An experienced carpenter can usually repair these areas with parts of new wood or you can
use an epoxy repair system. Red along the upper or inner parts of the windows, including the window jams, is more difficult to repair and often signals a bigger problem. Do not confuse with repairs when installing windows. Plan to tear out the entire window and install a new one. Family HandymanFigure A helps you to
understand the parts of a window. Measure very carefully before placing an order, regardless of what type you install. There's nothing worse than discovering that your non-returnable custom window doesn't fit. If your house was built around 1940, you will probably have double-suspended windows with wing weights and
cords, as shown in this article. Newer double-suspended windows can instead have springs or perennial liners, but once removed, the replacement windows in the old house process are the same. Family HandymanYou can replace windows in just a few hours each, but first you need to get accurate measurements to
order the new ones. It is easy to measure the coarse opening width and height as soon as you remove the wood paneling. But many ZEUfer stake the mistake of not getting accurate depth measurement. If the window frame is not flush with the wall, you must level and grind the window frame or thicken the congestion
depth with furring strips. This makes a relatively simple job an all-day affair. So take your time and use a ruler to get the right depth. Measure the width between the top, center, and bottom side jams and record the smallest measurement. Measure all the way to the traffic jam, not the blind stop or farewell stop (see Fig.
A). Now measure the height from the upper dust ice to the threshold (see Fig. A). Measure both sides and the center and record the smallest measurement. Finally, determine the threshold angle and specify this when you create a to ensure that the Jamb liners fit firmly at the threshold. This step is not necessary to order
wood or vinyl replacement inserts. Your goal is to buy a window that fits into this opening. If you do not, you need to make the opening smaller or worse, enlarge the opening to adjust the new window. And that also means revising all exterior cladding, storage and interior wall surfaces. Take all these numbers with you if
go shopping and know that you can order odd sizes custom if no stock sizes match your opening. Complete DIY projects like a pro! Sign up for our newsletter! Do it right, do it yourself! Replacement inserts or sash replacement kits? Both the wing replacement kit and the wood or vinyl replacement insert mount in your
existing window jamb, in the place occupied by the old sash. Both fit into the space between the outer stop, the so-called blind stop, and the removable inner stop (see Fig. A). The wing replacement kit is designed to replace the sash only in double-suspended windows. Wooden or vinyl replacement inserts, on the other
hand, are self-contained units with their own jam n.A. and wings and can therefore be pushed into almost any kind of window jamb. They are available as double, sliding or housing style windows. Family HandymanOption 1: Wood or vinyl replacement insertsFor a maintenance-free window that does not require painting
or coloring, consider vinyl replacement windows. Replacement window inserts tilt into the existing frame and are hung in a frame. Some companies even make a simulated wood grain interior. Since wood or vinyl replacement inserts have their own jams, they can be installed in slightly square window jams. Ask your
window dealer for help with measuring, as you need to slightly shrink the window to fit. Buying replacement windows is a bit more difficult than buying sash kits, as the quality of the windows varies dramatically and many are only available to contractors. Make sure that you check and operate an actual working model of
the window before ordering. Take a close look at details such as the locking system, weather stripping as well as wing and frame joints. Then look at the overall picture. Some windows, like ours, have narrow vinyl wing parts that allow more light and better visibility than windows with wide sash frames. Family
HandymanOption 2: Double Suspended Wing Replacement KitsIf you want to keep the authentic wood look of your old double-suspended windows, wing replacement kits are the best option. Wing replacement kits have five parts and fit into the existing window. You can order the sashes with grids to match the rest of the
windows in your house and paint or dye the wood. (You can select grids that are either snapped in or glued to the glass.) But your old window jamb must be square and rot-free. Measure diagonally. If the diagonal dimensions differ by more than 1/2 in , the new grand piano does not seal properly and you should replace
the window or use a vinyl replacement window instead. Double-mounted wing replacement kits consist of two new two vinyl jamb liners and installation hardware. Features such as energy-efficient low-e glass, simulated dividedlites and maintenance-free exterior cladding are available at an additional cost. Contact the
manufacturer for more information on options and to find out where to order windows near you. Installing wood or vinyl vinyl BetsCaution! Houses built before 1978 may contain lead paint. Before you disturb a surface, you get a lab analysis of color chips. Contact your health department for information about how to
collect samples and where they can be sent. Do-it-yourself lead test kits are also available in home centers and DIY stores. Family HandymanStart your replacement insert installation by removing the indoor stop, wings and farewell stop. Pry against a stiff putty knife to protect the wood. To minimize the splintering of
paint on painted windows, point the joint between the window frame and stop with a utility meter before lifting the stop. Pull the nails through the back of the stop with a nail nipper or pliers. The farewell stop is usually baked with paint and difficult to remove. Use pliers to break out the lower section. If the upper sash is
stuck, pry or break out the upper part of the farewell stop with a chisel. If your windows have spring scales or metal dust liners rather than wing weights like ours, first remove the interior stops. Then look for the screws or nails that secure the wing hardware and remove them. The goal is to remove all hardware back to
the blind stops. Family HandymanSlip insert the new window in place to make sure it fits. You don't have to worry about storing the jam and threshold because they are covered. If your window has a wing weight cavity, plug it with insulation. Then remove the window insert and place a pearl of polyurethane window and
door closure along the inside of the blind stop and the back of the window stool. Family HandymanRest the bottom of the replacement window on the threshold and tilt the window against the blind stop. If your window contains a head expander, first position it over the top of the perennial. Press the window firmly against
the stolen blind stop. Handyman FamilyYour wood or vinyl replacement insert will be slightly smaller than the window jamb opening to allow shimming. The key to a window that works smoothly and properly seals is to get the frame perfectly square and the sides straight. Attach the window to the frame with partially
driven screws in the left and upper right corner. Do not be afraid to remove the screws and adjust the window in the opening if necessary. Family HandymanClose and lock the sash. Measure diagonally over the new window. Slide the ones behind the screw holes in the four corners and adjust them until the diagonal
dimensions of opposite corners are the same. Screws through the upper left lower right screw holes. Family HandymanIn addition to checking the window by measuring the diagonals, open and close the sashes to ensure that the top and bottom parts are parallel to the threshold and the upper traffic jams and that the
upper and lower wings are parallel to each other where they meet in the middle. Hold a level against the side jams and slide wooden panes behind each remaining screw hole until the side jam of the window is straight. Snug up up screws and check to make sure that the sashes slide slightly and align perfectly to the
place where they meet in the middle. Be careful; Overtightening the screws could warp the vinyl jamb. Cut off the shims with a sharp utility knife. Family HandymanReplace the interior stops and nail it in place with 4d finish nails. Family HandymanStuff fiberglass insulation in the gap below the threshold of the new vinyl
window. Measure the size of the gap and cut the vinyl filler to fit. Use a sharp utility knife and snipping straight or tin to cut the vinyl. Press the filler. Family HandymanCaulk the joint between the new window and the blind stop and between the window sill and filling strips with window and door lock. Installing Double-Hung
Sash KitsThe hardest part of the wing replacement rips out the old window. You must remove the stop (careful for reuse) and the farewell stop (which you can dispose of). You can either nail or screw the new liner clips. We chose screws because driving nails in old window construction can be difficult. Family
HandymanAlign the edge of a heavy piece of paper with the window stop and fold the floor to match the angle of the threshold. Family HandymanLay an angle on the folded paper to determine the angle. Then measure the inner height and width of the window frame. Use these measurements to order your wing
replacement set. Family HandymanRemove the lower sash and cut the wing cords. If your window has weather stripping or hardware other than wing cords, pry or unscrew them to remove the sash. Family HandymanPull or pry the separating stop from the groove in the window frame and dispose of it. Remove the top
sash, cut the wing cords and remove the wing weight pulleys. Remove the wing weight cover and weights. Fill the cavity with fiberglass insulation. Family HandymanYou can either nail or screw the new liner clips. We chose screws because driving nails in old window construction can be difficult. Screw the Jamb inner
clips to the traffic jams with screws No. 6 x 3/4-in. Position clips from above and below by about 4 in. and distribute the remaining clips evenly between them. Be sure to leave a 1/16-in space between the clips and the blind stop to make room for the jam liner. Family HandymanSnap Jamb liner via the metal clips after
installing the wing stops and seals according to the instructions included in your window. Align the plate liner so that its outer edge between the blind stop and the I am good. If your Jamb Liner has a vinyl flap outwards, make sure it's over the blind stop. Press firmly over each clip position until you hear or feel the liner
snap on the clips. Family HandymanSlip the new farewell stop in the groove in the upper jamb with the weather-striped edge outwards. Drill 1/16-in. Pilot holes and nail the stop in place with three 4d finish nails. Replace the wooden inner stop on the sides and top of the window and nail it with 4d 4d Nails. Family
HandymanPush the sash lifts up to about 10 in. window sill. Press firmly down with a flat-bladed screwdriver. Turn the screwdriver slightly off the horizontal to push the elevators. Then turn back to the horizontal to engage the elevators at their new locations. Caution: Release the pressure slowly to ensure that the clips
are embedded before removing the screwdriver completely. Family HandymanHold the top sash with the exterior up and the metal cams away from you. Tilt the wing a little and align the metal pivots with the slots in the clamp liner closest to the outside. Make sure the pans are above the wing lifts. Tilt the sash upwards
and press outwards on the jamb liner as you snap the top of the sash between the jamb liners. Slide the wing down until the metal cams contact the wing lifters. Repeat on the lower wing. If you have trouble pushing into the wing after tilting it upwards, try working with one side at a time. How do you decide if you want to
repair or replace your old windows? Check out these FAQs about buying new windows.
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